In 2009 an estimated 52,000 tonnes of precious wood from ca. 100,000 rosewood and ebony trees was logged in north -east Madagascar, one third originating from Marojejy National Park and its environs, the remainder from in and around Masoala National Park. At least 500,000 additional trees and many miles of vines were cut to make rafts to transport the heavy ebony and rosewood logs. Approximately 36,700 tonnes were shipped in 1,187 containers, almost all to China, for a total export sale price estimated at $ US 220 million. In the SAVA region, members of the timber syndicate pocketed 76 % of this whereas the State collected just $ US 15.3 million. Of the three main companies that transported rosewood from Vohemar, Delmas benefited most; three banks also facilitated the illegal timber trade. Fraud is perpetrated by the syndicate and government administrators along every step in Madagascar's precious timber trade in a coordinated effort to maximize profit and minimize taxes and fines. Poor governance and a lack of clarity in forest regulation have facilitated timber trafficking and undermined judicial control; during at least three periods (1992, 2006 and 2009 -2010) escalation of rosewood exportation has been facilitated by government decrees issued prior to elections or during difficult 
that transported rosewood from Vohemar, Delmas benefited most; three banks also facilitated the illegal timber trade. Fraud is perpetrated by the syndicate and government administrators along every step in Madagascar's precious timber trade in a coordinated effort to maximize profit and minimize taxes and fines. Poor governance and a lack of clarity in forest regulation have facilitated timber trafficking and undermined judicial control; during at least three periods (1992, 2006 and 2009 -2010) escalation of rosewood exportation has been facilitated by government decrees issued prior to elections or during difficult political times, in each instance accompanied by 'exceptional' government orders allowing a few powerful operators to export massive quantities of wood -all part of a carefully orchestrated Furthermore, according to Article 4 of this order, no exceptions were to be granted. It is estimated that up to 87 % of logging of all types of wood in the eastern coastal region is illegal (Eaux et Forêts, cited by Brodbeck 1999) and that 60 % of rosewood logging is illegal (Stasse 2002) . Precious timber harvested in the SAVA region before 14 September 2006 was done so illegally as permits were not in accordance with applicable laws and regulations, and timber harvested thereafter is illegal under Interministerial Order No. 16030 -2006 (GW and EIA 2009 ).
The precious timber industry is cunningly organized: International trade is frequently orchestrated by established traders holding an official export agreement or by the individuals and companies exploiting the forests. They pay independent woodcutters (i.e., local villagers or farmers) to fell trees, both within and outside officially approved lots, or in areas where the authorities have issued permits for logging companies to exploit timber and other forest products. But villagers cut trees where they are easiest to access and drag to transport points, regardless of whether they are in the delineated forest lots or outside the borders of protected areas (such as Masoala National Park), and after years of extensive exploitation, larger trees of rosewood (Dalbergia spp.) have become rare (Stasse 2002) .
Working under an operating licence issued to a trader or timber company, woodcutters operate freely throughout the forest, with or without approval. Wood originating from outside designated lots is thus mixed in with legally sourced timber. The logging companies pay the collectors, who mark logs with the official forest hammer of the company, thereby legalizing the wood (Stasse 2002 In March 2009, the National Parks of the SAVA region were invaded by thousands of woodcutters during a period of intense, illegal logging activity that lasted at least six to eight weeks. The woodcutters removed previously cut trees and felled more trees.
In north -eastern Madagascar, rosewood occurs primarily within and adjacent to Marojejy, Masoala and Mananara National Parks.
Valuable timber species are under severe pressure in all these forests, regardless of whether they fall within a protected area. Table 1 . This article uses several key terms, defined as follows:
• Exporter (traders): Any person or company with consent (granted by the MEF) to export precious timber from Madagascar.
• Buyer: Any person or company buying precious timber from Madagascar. The common practice is that a buyer visits the region to meet an exporter, examine the quality of the wood, check its weight and accept the mode of payment requested by the exporter.
• Bank: A financial institution which advances funds for harvesting wood and domiciles an export operation (obligatory under Malagasy regulations as a bank must ensure that the total amount on the invoice in hard currency is repatriated within a period of three months, after which the bank has another three months to exchange 90 % of the hard currency with the Central Bank).
• Shipping company: Any company that ships containers of precious wood for export from Madagascar. These companies make regular runs to Mayotte or Mauritius, where containers are gathered for shipping to their final destination.
• Tax: Charges levied on the exported precious timber.
In addition to the forest fee / licence, which should indicate the quantity of wood that can be harvested in a given forest lot, the exporter must also pay a collection fee (currently $ US 0.25 / kg), an export fee (5 % of the FOB price) and a 'fine' of $ US 36,000 per container (Table 1) .
RESULTS
QUANTITIES. Based on our survey and the parameters listed in Table 1 , we calculated the total impact of the illegal logging within the SAVA and Analanjirofo regions for the year 2009, as presented in Table 2 . In addition to the estimated 100,000 trees of rosewood (Dalbergia spp.) felled in these two regions, at least 500,000 additional trees (e.g., Dombeya spp.)
were also cut to make rafts to float the heavy precious timber (on average five high buoyancy trees are required to float one rosewood or ebony log) and tens of thousands of vines have been cut to bind the rafts (GW and EIA 2009 
comm.). Given the number of shipments observed between
A n t a l a h a a n d To a m a s i n a , w e d e d u c e t h a t t h e 3 0 0 containers reportedly shipped from there were of the larger 40-foot size (totalling ca. 20,000 tonnes). Of the 36,700 tonnes exported, only 249 (0.7 % ) were of ebony and the remainder of rosewood.
Unit Total quantity Exportation
Total weight Tonnes 52,000 36,730
Total number of logs 300,000 187,600
Estimated number of trees 100,000
Estimated area impacted ha 4,000 -10,000
Number of beams exported 74,250
Number of containers 1,187
Selling price $ US 220,000,000
Taxes ($ US 1.--= MGA 2,000) $ US 21,900,000
The time scale diagram in Figure 1 shows monthly rose- and Safmarine (ca. $ US 120,000). (1974-1993 & 1996-2002) and Zafy periods (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (b), during Ravalomanana period (c) and during Rajoelina period (d), with major cyclones shown from 1994 onwards. (Forestry regulation have been calculated by applying indices to strength of legal texts -from 8 = Ordinance to 1 = communiqué; applicability, clarity and functional extent of these legal texts -from 4 = remarkable to 1 = weak; wood targeted -rosewood and ebony =5, palissandre = 1; precious wood harvesting -forbidden = -5, fixed quota = 1, allowed = 5; transportation of precious wood -forbidden = -10, fixed quota = 1, allowed = 10; exportation of precious wood -forbidden = -20, fixed quota = 15, limited to a single type = 10, allowed = 20; taxes -generated = -1, increased = -2; these indices have been standardized between 100 -anything allowed in the forest, and -100 -everything is forbidden in the forest. Another error has been found systematically in all documentation stating the amount to be charged for export. These forms list an estimate of volume, to which the taxes will be applied, taken from the declared weight on customs forms. Remarkably, these errors, which average $ US 15 per tonne for rosewood, are always in favour of the exporter. The total amount of fraud during 2009 for the known amounts exported can therefore be estimated at about $ US 550,000 (Table 2) containers left the country without being reported (and therefore were not included in the total exports listed in Table 2 ). As we are not in a position to substantiate these figures due to the secretive nature of smuggling, the numbers in Table 2 must be regarded as the only reliable data currently available, providing a conservative estimate.
Repatriation of foreign currencies: Export of rosewood from
Madagascar can only be carried out with permission from the Government. The official FOB price, set by the Government at € 2,000 / m 3 , is used to calculate the exportation fee (Table 1 ).
The repatriation of foreign currencies imposed by the Government applies to the total amount of the invoice. The FOB prices we found on invoices from exporters in our possession are uniformly close to this amount. We know (see paragraph on settings) that while the actual price received for rosewood is usually around $ US 6 per kilogram (i.e., $ US 6,120 / m 3 , Table   1 ), it can sometimes reach $ US 11 / kg ($ US 11,220 / m 3 ). The lower price systematically indicated on invoices is thus used to reduce the amount of foreign currency that must be repatriated.
Indeed, the bank stamps the invoice for each shipment issued the clearance and therefore must ensure that the total amount indicated in hard currency is returned to its accounts at the end of the export operation. The more an invoice is undervalued, the lower the amount of currency that must be repatriated to Madagascar and then sold to the Central Bank (90 % of the total).
Even in the unlikely event that the average price received did not exceed $ US 6 / kg, the total amount of foreign currency generated by rosewood sales in 2009 exceeded the amount required for repatriation by least $ US 52 million. By understating the weight reported for the calculation of export duties, the total amount on the invoice is reduced and consequently the amount to be repatriated is also reduced. Fraud thus adds up. Under this new system, exporters must pay $ US 36,000
per container, precluding the possibility of fraud based on weight or price. However, the order opens a new loophole since it does not specify the capacity of a container, which differs by at least 12.6 tonnes between Vohemar and Toamasina ( Indeed, the temptation is great for a poorly -paid civil servant to benefit personally from his / her position's power to authorize access to forest natural resources, either for firewood or timber (Brinkerhoff 1996) . Corruption runs through all government departments involved in rosewood: MEF, the Gendarmerie and Police, the Ministry of Justice, transporters, village chiefs, and mayors of urban centres. This is echoed in a 26 June 2007 World
Bank report, which indicates that weak institutional capacity and poor governance diminished the commitment of the Government of Madagascar during the first half of the Environmental Program II (1998 -2002) . Logging permits were allocated, taking advantage of the fact that the boundaries of protected forests
were as yet not geo -referenced nor delimited on the ground. According to Stasse (2002) , a decade ago three tonnes of rosewood were easily felled in a day by a team of three to six loggers. By 2002, the same team were unable to find more than a single log per day, and in 2009, they were cutting trees as small as 10 cm in diameter, well before reaching reproductive maturity.
Th e a c t i v i t i e s o f t h e M E
Moreover, seedlings and young saplings are damaged or killed when harvested trees are felled and transported. Instead of being managed, the resource is being pillaged.
Peripheral damage from selective logging includes the loss of genetic diversity (Gillies et al. 1999, Brown and Gurevitch 2004) , an increase in the risk of fire in cut areas (Cochrane and Schultze 1998, Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000) , destruction of habitat and the demise of wildlife (Ganzhorn et al. 1990) , and a decrease in the number of endemic species (Irwin et al. 2010) . Unfortunately, it is not possible yet to assess and quantify the full range of impacts caused by the intrusion of thousands of illegal loggers into the National Parks. Vast sums of money are required to remove large amounts of rosewood and ebony from remote forests and transport them to stored sites until the administrative situation is favourable (which can take years), and then exporting the wood involves paying heavy taxes (Table 1) . Most exporters simply do not have the necessary funds themselves, so they resort to ingenious ways to circumvent making payments or to reduce the amounts they have to pay. For example, some exporters have diverted funds provided by the BOA that should have benefitted the vanilla industry, and it is thus hardly surprising that the price of Malagasy vanilla was particularly low in 2009. This is not just a consequence of the law of supply and demand nor the minimum prices set by Ministers ($ US 27 per kilogram in 2009), but rather a lack of motivation on the part of farmers to produce good quality vanilla in sufficient quantities. If the exporters of rosewood -most of whom also export vanilla -tell producers that they will buy little or no vanilla in a particular year, thereby making farmers aware of an impending plunge in the price of vanilla, the farmers will naturally go into the forests to cut rosewood, because they know there will be firm orders and guaranteed prices that are far more attractive. This is precisely how the timber exporters corralled their workforce:
Through economic coercion they deliberately forced people who would ordinarily have been involved in the vanilla industry into the illicit rosewood industry. It is important to note that illegal exploitation continues throughout the entire cycle, as the government only really controls the export process (i.e., from the loading of containers on board a ship in port to its departure). Timber exporters accumulate stocks while waiting for a favourable phase in the cycle, a process that will almost surely continue until the resource is totally depleted. For some, the forest is a refuge of unique biodiversity, while for others it is simply an adjustable budgetary variable. And for others still, it is a source of personal enrichment. Finally, we express our gratitude to the four anonymous reviewers who spent considerable time improving this study.
